Ingredients of a formal testing theory:
• Formal models for Specifications and Implementations, considering different aspects of reactive systems:
Input/output, Control, Data, Timing constraints, Concurrency, …
• A Conformance relation/fault model relating (models of) implementations and specifications, • A formal model of Test Cases, their executions and verdicts, • Required Properties of test verdicts wrt. conformance.
Test selection mechanisms
• Means for test selection (coverage criteria, test purposes, etc)
• Test selection algorithms and tools 4 Examples Examples § FSM testing theory ), complete coverage of output/transfer faults, assuming finitely many I § ioco for ioLTS [Tretmans et al. 96] , (see previsous talk) Tools: Phact, Tveda, TorX, TGV, TestComposer, Gotcha, Agedis, AsmL
Testing theories for models with control (FSM/IOLTS) • Symbolic Execution [Boyer et al.75, Howden et al.76] + Constraint solving of path conditions: finite unfolding of loops (1-2), deterministic models, -using approximate analysis.
• Selecting test case programs instanciated test sequences
• Implemented in the STG tool. 
Runs(S)
Cor: 
Guard strengthening Guard strengthening
Rule for inputs of S:
Controlable by tester cut transitions falling outside coreach .
Rule for outputs of S
Uncontrolable by tester • keep all transitions,
• those leading outside coreach produce Inconc. • Compositional test selection TC(S 1 || … || S n , TP) = TC'(S 1 , TP) … TC'( S n , TP)
• Testing theories and algorithms for heterogeneous models of react. syst.
(time, data, recursion, concurrency …)
• Unify model-based conformance testing and structural testing
• Use of approximate analysis on models with data for control synthesis, diagnosis, security (verification and testing) Asumptions for this talk: -ioSTS are deterministic -Quiescence is not treated
